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REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS # 2021-048 
University of Maine Psychological Services  

Center Mental Health Consultation 
RESPONSE ADDENDUM #1 

June 24, 2021 
 

QUESTIONS 

Q1: Is UMaine willing to accept a virtual mental health company for this RFP? 

 

A1: No 

 

Q2: Is UMaine open to the acceptance of an SAP to this RFP? 

a. If “Yes”, can we use a per student per month?  

i. Or are we calculating the entire student body per month? 

ii. Or fee for service model? 

 

A2: No 

 

Q3: How many students will be covered under the plan? 

 

A3: There is a maximum student body of 270. 

 

 

Q4: Is it mandatory enrollment or voluntary enrollment? 

 

A4: Voluntary 

 

 

Q5: What is the age range of the enrolled members? 

 

A5: 16-24 

 

 

Q6: If enrolled members are under 18, will UMaine get parental consent? 

 

A6: The vocational program obtains parental consent as a condition of enrollment. 

 

Q7: Is UMAINE willing to consider a small business to provide service? 

 

A7: UMaine will consider every respondent who will provide a proposal regardless of the 

size of the business.  
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Q8: Is UMAINE willing to consider a minority-owned business to provide service? 

 

A8:  UMaine will consider every respondent who will provide a proposal regardless of who 

owns the business. 

 

Q9: Is UMAINE willing to consider an out of town, minority-owned, small business to 

provide service? 

 

A9: “UMaine reserves the right to award Agreement (s) to one or multiple Respondents, 

which may include awards to Respondents for a geographical area, if such award is in the 

best interest of the University” see 2.2 Award in the RFP 

 

 

Q10: Regarding the webinars, how do you get students to participate in the mental health 

webinars, are they voluntary or mandatory? 

 

A10: Voluntary the way that classes are voluntary. They are expected to attend.  

 

 


